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Join Planet Minecraft! We are a community of creative sharing all minecraft! Even if you don't post your own creations, we appreciate feedback on ours. Join us! Emerald is rare, but doesn't have much purpose in vanilla Minecraft. This mod changes that completely! Check out all the new items: Check out the new blocks: Here's a list of all
the features this mod adds: – emerald tools (Pickaxe, Axe, Hoe, Shovel, Sword) – a new dimension (Can cause lag, use with caution!) – an Emerald Battleaxe – a Big Emerald Sword – an Emerald Golem Emerald &amp; Obsidian Mod is one of the most attractive games in Minecraft. If you really want to use Obsidian and Emerald tools
and armor, this mod is a good choice for you to satisfy your desires. See also: Emerald and Obsidian Tools Mods Features: Emerald tools and weapons Obsidian tools and weapons Obsidian armor Reinforeced tools A menu for recipes and an update check Shurikans crushers and slashers An advance config fully functional Obsidian
armor adds fire resistance A scimitar: do less damage then sword ,but adds wither effect that does 1 more damage then sword if you put it up. A full armor set(for emerald/obsidian armor). Able to repair items and armor now Screenshots: Recipe: Emerald armor Obsidian armor Emerald tools Obsidian tools Obsidian tools Require:
Minecraft Forge Emerald &amp; Obsidian Mod Download links: For Minecraft 1.7.10 For Minecraft 1.8.8.19 For Minecraft 1.9.0 Minecraft 1.9.4 Minecraft 1.10.2 Author: royalsmods GameBanana shows no ads to members. Sign up now! Ads keep us online. Without them, we wouldn't exist. We don't have paywalls or sell mods - we never
will. But every month we have big bills and running ads is our only way to cover them. Please consider unblocking us. Thanks from GameBanana Minecraft/Game Files/Forge/Version 1.8 Emerald is rare, but doesn't have much purpose in vanilla Minecraft. This mod changes that completely! Here is a list of all the features this mod adds:–
emerald tool (Pickaxe, Axe, Hoe, Spade, Sword)– a new dimension (Can cause lag, use with caution!) – an Emerald Battleaxe– a Big Emerald Sword– an Emerald Golem– a personnel– armor and potion effects– Emerald lamp and torch– Emerald Bars can become Emerald Dust– Emerald Fire– an Emerald Furnace– a better bow set– an
Emerald Apple– Flint and Emerald– a new biome– a Cow Emerald– an Emerald Rod (Dead to get them!) – an Emerald Plant (like carrots!) with seeds– Emerald TNT– Emerald Beacon (Just a beam; Need a redstone signal!) - Villagers Trades– Emerald Star– Emerald Cake– Emerald Emerald Emerald Khopesh– Emerald Bone– Emerald
Wolf– Emerald Doors (Emerald Block and Emerald Obsidian)– Emerald Potion This mod really gives the emerald a useful purpose in Minecraft. Try! Mod made by HackbaellchenDonate to him! Check Emerald Mod WikiMod Showcase 415 points Ranked 49,158th 9 medals 1 rare sweet Redistributor Are you the owner? Request
ownership Subcategory Version 1.8 Super Category Forge Page 2 GameBanana does not display any ads to members. Sign up now! Ads keep us online. Without them, we wouldn't exist. We don't have paywalls or sell mods - we never will. But every month we have big bills and running ads is our only way to cover them. Please consider
unblocking us. Thanks from GameBanana Wikis / ModDocs Under the Skin of GB: a yellow world of busy bees and hungry hippos! AoM Ganryu Logan Dougall Mini natko YellowJello Member Section / Access 4Echo Models, Skins Allen Scott Games, Game Files, Maps, Modlog, Posts, Skins, Sounds, Sprays, Support, Textures, WiPs
Clener74 Bugs, Ideas, Support Danial Zahid Bugs, Ideas, Initiatives, Maps, Modlog, Polls, Posts, Questions, Requests, Support, Threads, Updates, Wikis Devieus News, Threads, Tutorials Ezequiel-TM GUIs, Maps, Modlog, Skins, Support Rafael De Jongh Banclaw, Gaghammer, Models, Posts, Skins, WiPs Pastor V92 Game Files,
Modlog, Skins, WiPs RevTiva Models, Modlog, Skins, Support, WiPs Ring-A-Ding Rampage Bugs, Effects, GUIs, Ideas, Modlog, Posts, Scripts, Skins, Support, Tools Roadhog360 Maps, Skins, Sounds, Support, Threads, WiPs Serge Jaeken Articles Sneaky.amxx Game Files, Models, Posts, Skins, Tools Teh Snake Modlog, Skins,
Support wohSiesta Concepts, Effects, Games, Game Files, GUIs, Modlog, Posts, Reviews, Sprays, Support, Textures, Threads , Tools Do not know where to put this because it keeps getting flagged and there is no report area. Whenever i try to download a mod it keeps popping up 404 does not found kginx. someone fix this now. this is
day 2 of the problem. Rythem and Reap. Hi, I don't know if this is the same for one click installers for other games, but it seems that the download count display for Celeste mods does not take into account downloads using a click Everest installer, only those made through the manual download button. Is there any way to fix this? Bananite
will match do picker will case VAC ban or not should I use it or not Bananite I only have one question and that's how can I change my email used on this site? I tried by changing one on my identity settings but that's not saving the new one. Someone can point me in the right direction or what I'm doing wrong? Thanks in advance. Bananite
in my pc I installed cs source so and I want cs source zombie escape so what can I do please help me or link??? Bananite Hi,Is there any way to stay logged in I'm pretty tired of having to log in every few days or so despite keeping me logged in setting enabled every time. Thanks in advance! Bananite I can you please remove Account? I
don't use this site anymore (not jokes, serious). Yo, modertaors, can anyone please add a game DmC: Devil May Cry to your website? I have few mods for what I wanted to share. Thanks. Will wait :) Bananite Hey guys, I was on the Smash Ultimate thread, and there are some racist things going on that I think you should take a look at.
The moderator of that thread tolerated it, so I thought I'd contact you. Context is a skin for the game that Indians themselves requested be removed from games due to being offensive, as Nintendo themselves obliged, and the OP tries to get it back. I reported it twice and was turned away, so I thought I'd contact you myself. Thanks
Bananite I can't download dimension mod.zip and I really wanted it for my iPhone☹️ Bananite Page 3 GameBanana shows no ads to members. Sign up now! Ads keep us online. Without them, we wouldn't exist. We don't have paywalls or sell mods - we never will. But every month we have big bills and running ads is our only way to cover
them. Please consider unblocking us. Thanks from GameBanana Wikis / Rules GameBanana is an online service provider under Title II of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. Section 512 (DMCA). GameBanana is an online service provider under Title II of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. Section 512 (DMCA).
GameBanana respects the legitimate rights of copyright holders, and has adopted an effective notice and takedown procedure as required by the DMCA and described herein. This policy is intended to guide copyright owners in taking advantage of that procedure, and also to guide Users in restoring access to content that is disabled due
to mistakes. 1. Notice to the owner of copyrighted works Dmca provides a legal proceeding through which you may request any Online Service Provider to disable access to content where your copyrighted work(s) are displayed without your permission. There are two parts to the legal process: (1) Write a Proper DMCA Notice, and (2)
Send the Proper DMCA Message to the GameBananas Designated Agent. 1.1. How to write a correct DMCA NoticeA Correct DMCA Notice will notify GameBanana of specific facts in a document signed under penalty for perjury. We refer to this as a Proper DMCA Notice. To write a correct DMCA message, please provide the following
information: Identify yourself as either: A) The owner of a copyrighted work(s), or B) A person authorized to act on behalf of the owner of an exclusive right that is claimed to be infringed. Provide your contact information, including your true name, street address, phone number and email address. Identify the copyrighted work that you
believe is being infringed, or a large number of works appear, a representative list of the works. Identify the material you claim infringes your copyrighted work, to which you request GameBanana to disable disable world wide web. Identify the location of the material on the World Wide Web by providing information that is reasonably
sufficient to enable GameBanana to locate the material. State that you have a good faith belief that the use of the material in the manner complained of is not authorized by the copyright owner, its agents, or the law. Please indicate that the information in the message is correct, under penalty for perjury. Sign the message with either a
physical or electronic signature. 1.2. Send the Appropriate DMCA Notice to the designated agentTo exercise your DMCA rights, you must send your Correct DMCA Message to the following agent designated by gamebanana (The Designated Agent.) The Contact Information for GameBananas Designated Agent is:Thomas Pittlik
tom@machinefloor.com GameBanana Co. 2313 E Letterly St. Philadelphia, PA 19125GameBananas Designated Agent is also included in DMCA Designated Agent Directory.1.3. What we do when we receive a proper DMCA NoticeGameBanana will follow the procedures set out in the DMCA, which provides for a notice and takedown
procedure, subject to the user's right to file a counter-notification claiming the lawful use of disabled works. 1.4. Notice and Takedown ProcedureIt is expected that all users of any part of the GameBanana system will comply with applicable copyright laws. However, if GameBanana is notified of alleged copyright infringement, or otherwise
becomes aware of the facts and circumstances from which infringement is alleged, it will respond promptly by removing, or disabling access to, the allegedly infringing or infringing material. GameBanana will comply with the appropriate dmca regulations in the event that a counter-notification is received by its Designated Agent. 2. Notice
to users of GameBanana ServicesPursuant to the Terms of Service you consented to when you were allowed to become a system user, you are required to use only legally acquired creative works as content, and your content submission(s) may be disabled upon receipt of notice that infringing material appears in them. GameBanana
also respects users' legitimate interests in using media content legally, being able to submit a response to claims of infringement, and obtaining rapid recovery of access to a submission that has been disabled due to a copyright complaint. Your System Usage permissions may also be turned off. You can object to a DMCA notice by
submitting a counter-notification as described below. 2.1. Writing and submitting a Counter notificationIf access to your submission(s) is disabled due to the operation of the GameBanana message and takedown procedure described above, and you believe that the takedown was incorrect, you must submit a Counter notification. 2.2. Write
a Counter-NotificationTo write a correct counter-notification, please provide the following information: Please indicate that access to your website was disabled due to the operation of the message and Procedure. Identify the material that has been removed and designate its URL before removal. State, under penalty for perjury: A) Your
name, address and telephone number, B) That you have a good faith that the material was removed or disabled as a result of mistake or misidentification of the material and C) That you agree to the jurisdiction of the Federal District Court for the judicial district in which the address is located. 2.3. Send the counter-messageIn order to
exercise your DMCA rights, you must send your counter-notification to the Designated Agent for GameBanana. The Contact Information for GameBananas Designated Agent is:Thomas Pittlik tom@machinefloor.com GameBanana Co. 2313 E Letterly St Philadelphia, PA 19125GameBananas Designated Agent is also included in the
DMCA Designated Agent Directory.Repeat Infringers GameBanana may, in its sole discretion, use all appropriate means to terminate user access to its system or network that is repeated infringers. Accommodation by standard technical measures It is GameBananas policy to accommodate and not interfere with standard technical
measures it determines are reasonable under the circumstances, i.e., technical measures used by copyright owners to identify or protect copyrighted works. Policy With respect to non-compliant communications GameBanana has the right to handle non-compliant messages in any way seems reasonable given the circumstances
presented. Submission of misleading information The submission of misleading information of any kind in a notification or counter-notification submitted to GameBanana invalidates any claim of right made by the submitting party. End Boss TBS2 Manager Super Admin 5,234 points Ranked 1,386th 74 medals 13 legendary 10 rare
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